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Introduction
1.

TTP Consulting is retained to provide traffic and transport advice in relation to the proposed
residential development at Broden Stables, Redlands Lane, Crondall.

2.

Planning permission (16/02377/FUL) for the construction of 30 residential dwellings with associated
parking and landscaping was refused on the 13th April 2017. The applicant is therefore planning to
appeal the decision and has revised the layout to address the reasons for refusal.

3.

This Addendum has been prepared to provide a summary of the changes to the scheme in
highways terms. It should be read in conjunction with the Transport Assessment that was prepared
by TTP Consulting in August 2016 to accompany the original planning application.

Schedule of Accommodation
4.

The proposed development will continue to provide 30 residential dwellings including 4 x 2-bed
flats, 10 x 2-bed houses, 12 x 3-bed houses and 4 x 4-bed houses. As such there is no change in
this regard.

Trip Generation
5.

The number of residential units is not proposed to change. As such, there would be no change in
the anticipated number of vehicle movements generated by the 30 dwellings.

Access
6.

The new junction onto Redlands Lane is not proposed to change. The access can therefore
facilitate refuse collection, delivery and emergency vehicles. The access will achieve 2m x 43m
visibility splays as previously agreed with the Council.

7.

The existing access point will be closed, allowing for an additional passing opportunity to be
provided on Redlands Lane.
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8.

There is an existing metalled footway on the southern side of Redlands Lane between Pankridge
Street and the Crondall surgery access, with the footway continuing along the frontage of the site
as a narrow gravel path. This will be enhanced adjacent to the site to improve pedestrian links
connecting the existing footways with the rural footpath to the east of the site.

9.

The internal layout retains a circular access route that provides open space in the centre. The
spurs that are located off of the circular road have been shortened in length therefore this will not
affect access for vehicles. A footway will be located on the eastern side of the access route that
connects Redlands Lane with the internal circular road. The remainder of the site will be provided
as a shared surface.

Parking
10.

The proposals will continue to provide 62 parking spaces as per the original scheme. The position
of the parking bays have been slightly amended, however, parking spaces have been located
within reasonable proximity to the property they serve. Furthermore, all garages measure 3m by
6m whilst all car parking spaces measure 2.4m x 4.8m.

11.

Cycle parking will continue to be provided within garages or rear garden sheds.

Servicing
12.

All servicing and delivery activity will continue to be undertaken on-site. There are no proposed
changes to the access junction or circular access road therefore a large refuse vehicle and a 10m
rigid vehicle will be able to access and exit the site via the proposed junction, as well as
manoeuvre around all areas of the site as required.

Highway Works
13.

Although there are existing passing opportunities on Redlands Lane, the proposals include local
road widening in the highway boundary along Redlands Lane opposite the site frontage with the
provision of give-way signage and road markings. This will create a further opportunity for vehicles
to pass and has been subject to a Road Safety Audit and Designer’s Response which is provided at
Appendix A. The extent of the highway works has been reduced since the original planning
application to reduce the impact on trees and the urbanising nature of proposals.

14.

Traffic calming measures are also proposed along Redlands Lane through the provision of a “gate”
feature in the form of a white picket fence either side of the Redlands Lane carriageway. The
treatment will be installed approximately 55m to the east of the proposed site access. The sign will
indicate to drivers that they are approaching the village.
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15.

It is also proposed for the vegetation to be thinned out along the southern side of the carriageway
to improve visibility.

Summary
16.

This Addendum has been prepared to discuss any highways matters arising from the revised layout
for the proposed residential development at Broden Stables, Redlands Lane. In summary:
•

The proposed accommodation schedule is not changing;

•

The anticipated number of vehicle trips generated by the development will not change;

•

The proposed access on Redlands Lane will not change and will achieve visibility splays of
2m x 43m;

•

The existing access point will continue to be closed;

•

The existing metalled footway to the west of the site will be enhanced as previously
proposed;

•

The development will continue to be served by 62 parking spaces;

•

Cycle parking will be located within garages or sheds;

•

Servicing will continue to be undertaken on-site with the internal access route suitable to
accommodate access for refuse, delivery and emergency vehicles; and

•

The extent of the proposed local widening has been reduced but will still provide an
additional passing place opposite the site frontage with give-way signage and road
markings provided. The design has also been subject to a Road Safety Audit.

Conclusion
17.

In conclusion, the revised layout is not considered to result in any significant changes to transport
matters. As such, the proposals are considered acceptable in highways terms.
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DRAFT

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This report results from a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit carried out on the updated
preliminary design of the S278 highway works for a residential development off Redlands
Lane in Crondall, Hampshire, at the request of the Design Organisation, TTP Consulting,
111-113 Great Portland Street, London W1W 6QQ.

1.2

The Road Safety Audit Team membership was as follows:
Martin Brownsey

BSc DipEM MCIHT CoC

Director, M.B.Projects Ltd
Ted Smith

CoC

Traffic Safety Consultant
1.3

This updated Road Safety Audit took place at the Oxted office of M.B.Projects Ltd during
September 2017. The Audit was undertaken in accordance with the audit brief in TTP
email dated 16th June 2017. The Audit comprised an examination of the drawings and
documents provided and these are listed in Appendix A.

1.4

The site was visited by the Audit Team together on the afternoon of 19th January 2017 for
the original Stage 1 Audit when weather conditions were dry and sunny. Traffic
conditions on Redlands Lane were light and no pedestrians and no cyclists observed in
the vicinity.

1.5

The terms of reference for this Road Safety Audit are as described in HD19/15 Road
Safety Audit. The Audit Team has examined and reported only on the road safety
implications of the scheme as presented, and has not examined or verified the compliance
of the designs to any other criteria.

1.6

Each problem identified has been given a location reference and these are indicated on the
A3 location plan in Appendix B.

1.7

The proposed works includes local widening of Redlands Lane to 4m opposite the site
access, which features a simple T-junction to serve 30 residential units. A priority narrows
is proposed in Option 1 northwest of the site access.

1.8

No details of any Departures from Standard have been provided by the Design
Organisation.
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The ‘Crashmap’ database shows no recorded injury accidents on Redlands Lane in the
2010-2016 period.
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2.

ITEMS RESULTING FROM THIS STAGE 1 AUDIT

2.1

GENERAL

2.1.1

PROBLEM

DRAFT

Location: A (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Redlands Lane
Summary: Risk of striking tree
No information regarding the existing trees along the north side of Redlands Lane is given
– the widening to 4m will require removal of most, and any remaining trees could be
located very close to the edge of carriageway at risk of being struck by passing vehicles.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the survey is extended to include the
north verge in order to determine the location of trees and bushes to be removed.
2.2

LOCAL ALIGNMENT

2.2.1

PROBLEM
Location: B (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Redlands Lane West
Summary: Risk of vehicle/pedestrian conflict
The width of Redlands Lane to the west of the Surgery Access does not permit 2 cars to
pass. One car was observed mounting the footway in order to allow an opposing car to pass
by. This would be hazardous for any pedestrians using the footway. The increased traffic
resulting from the development will therefore increase the frequency of a potential
vehicle/pedestrian conflict occurring.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the possibility for widening along this
section of Redlands Lane is also investigated if possible to reduce the risk of over-running
the footway.

2.2.2

PROBLEM
Location: C (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Redlands Lane
Summary: Risk of conflicts at the junction
A westbound vehicle leaving the site could use the Surgery Access as a passing place
should there be an approaching eastbound vehicle on Redlands Lane. This could result in
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side impacts to a vehicle exiting the Surgery Car Park.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the possibility for widening along this
section of Redlands Lane is also investigated if possible to reduce the risk of conflicts.
2.2.3

PROBLEM
Location: D (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Redlands Lane
Summary: Risk of not giving way
The proposed priority narrowing in Option 1 shows westbound vehicles giving way to
eastbound vehicles. However, the south kerbline is straight through and due to the location
of trees/branches in the south verge the warning sign is unlikely to be seen in time by a
westbound vehicle, resulting in overshoot and potential conflict in the one-way section.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that if a priority narrows is to be
progressed then the eastbound flow should be the one to give way, since there is the kerb
build-out and the sign will be more visible in advance. Swept path modelling should also
be undertaken to check the location of the give way line.

2.3

JUNCTIONS

2.3.1

PROBLEM
Location: E (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Surgery junction
Summary:
Risk of inadequate visibility
At the nearby surgery junction, an exiting driver has limited visibility to the right towards
an approaching westbound vehicle. With the proposed development the amount of
approaching traffic will increase thereby increasing the risk of a vehicle pulling out into a
westbound vehicle’s path.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that a 43 x 2.4m visibility splay is added
to the surgery junction and bushes/trees/bank within the splay removed.

2.3.2

PROBLEM
Location: F (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Site junction
Summary: Risk of inadequate visibility splay
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At the proposed site access, a 2m x 43m visibility splay is indicated on the drawing
whereas the Transport Assessment shows a 2.4m x 43m splay. No details of tree removal
are provided. The 2m set back distance may result in a vehicle protruding slightly into the
carriageway, and bearing in mind the narrow width of the carriageway, this would not be
desirable and could lead to side impacts with a passing vehicle. The reduced splay to the
left to the centre line could fail to pick up an eastbound motorcycle.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that a 2.4m x 43m splay to the south
channel is implemented in order to determine the amount of tree/bush removal required to
achieve this.
2.3.3

PROBLEM
Location: G (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Site junction
Summary: Risk of vehicle conflicts at junction
No swept paths have been provided for entering or exiting the proposed site access. There
is a risk of vehicle conflicts between a waiting right turner and a westbound vehicle for
example.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that swept path modelling of a large car
wishing to turn right into the site and a westbound vehicle is undertaken to check whether
sufficient clearance has been provided in the widening.

2.4

NON-MOTOR VEHICLE PROVISION

2.4.1

PROBLEM
Location: H (drawing 2016-2824-011) – Redlands Lane
Summary:
Risk of hazardous conditions for pedestrians
No new pedestrian footway along Redlands Lane appears to be provided within the scheme,
although the existing narrow grass footpath that runs along the site frontage at the top of the
bank is noted as ‘improve existing footway’. It is not clear how this could be achieved to
provide a safe route in all conditions. Pedestrians could therefore be forced to walk along
an unlit narrow lane which would be hazardous, particularly in dark conditions.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that pedestrian routing is reviewed, and a
footpath width and surfacing agreed. Note there is a significant level difference between
the existing grass footpath and the carriageway which might necessitate some form of
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retaining wall should a higher level footway be provided.
2.5

SIGNS AND LIGHTING

2.5.1

No problems identified in this category at this stage 1.
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DRAFT

AUDIT TEAM STATEMENT
We certify that this audit has been carried out in accordance with HD19/15.
AUDIT TEAM LEADER:
Name:

MARTIN G BROWNSEY BSc DipEM MCIHT CoC

Position:

Director

Organisation: MB Projects Ltd
Address:

Farthings, Grants Lane, Oxted, Surrey, RH8 0RH

Signed:
Date:

AUDIT TEAM MEMBER:
Name:

TED SMITH CoC

Position:

Traffic Safety Consultant

Address:

1A The Parade, East Wittering, West Sussex

Signed:
Date:

M B Projects Ltd
Highways Consultancy
Email: info@mbprojects.co.uk
www.roadsafetyaudit.org.uk
Tel: 01883 712680
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTS EXAMINED IN THIS AUDIT

Drawing No.

Scale

Description

1:250
1:200

Widening Option 1 & Visibility Splays
Swept Path Analysis of 2 Medium Cars Passing

TTP Consulting
2016-2824-011
2016-2824-TR05

Documents:
Transport Assessment

116.184
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Broden Stables, Crondall
1.

Crondall Developments Limited is proposing to redevelop Broden Stables to the east
of Crondall Surgery to provide a total of 30 residential dwellings along with
associated parking and landscaping with access taken from Redlands Lane.

2.

Redlands Lane is a country lane that requires vehicles to give way to each other at a
number of locations along the road. The road which runs in an east – west
orientation provides a route between Crondall and the A287, and currently provides
access to the Crondall Surgery, Broden Stables and 10 to 12 residential properties
within Crondall, plus a number of other dwellings along the road to the west of
Crondall. The road is subject to the national speed limit to the east of the Crondall
Surgery.

3.

Traffic flows and speeds were recorded via an Automatic Traffic Count survey in
May 2016 which revealed between 20 and 25 two-way movements in the vicinity of
Broden Stables during each of the morning and evening peak hours, with circa 120
movements in each direction during the average weekday, with the lowest flows
occurring on the Sunday. Average speeds were recorded at between 20 and
22mph. Turning count surveys at the junction with Pankridge Road revealed twoway flows along Redlands Lane of 55 vehicles during the morning peak hour and 33
vehicles during the evening peak hour.

4.

No personal injury accidents were recorded along the entire length of Redlands
Lane during the 5 year period considered as part of the planning application.

5.

Agreement was reached with Hampshire County Council during the consultation
stage in relation to the highways proposals as illustrated on 2016-2824-005 Rev C
subject to receipt of a Road Safety Audit. A Road Safety Audit was conducted and
submitted along with the Designers Response.

6.

The planning application was refused on 13th April 2017 citing three reasons
including “In the absence of sufficient/accurate tree and hedge protection details, it

is not possible to determine, with any degree of certainty, that the proposed
tree/hedge removal would be acceptable or whether the proposed development
would not have an adverse impact on the health of the retained trees on the site /
adjoining the site”.
7.

Following the refusal, we have been asked to consider a reduced scale of widening
as illustrated on 2016-2824-011 with the extent of the widening on the northern
side of the road reduced and the existing footway upgraded. This revised layout
has been subject to a further Road Safety Audit which raised issues in the Table
overleaf.
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Road Safety Comment

TTP Response

2.1 GENERAL
2.1.1

PROBLEM

Location: A (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
Redlands Lane
Summary: Risk of striking tree
No information regarding the existing
trees along the north side of Redlands
Lane is given – the widening to 4m will
require removal of most, and any
remaining trees could be located very
close to the edge of carriageway at risk
of being struck by passing vehicles.

A detailed assessment of the trees on
the northern side of the road has been
undertaken which concluded that “the

trees on the other side of the road are
not of high quality so I do not see a real
problem with the widening on that side dependent on its length of course and a
requirement to hand dig only under
arboriculturist expert supervision”.

RECOMMENDATION: It is
recommended that the survey is extended
to include the north verge in order to
determine the location of trees and
bushes to be removed.

2.2 LOCAL ALIGNMENT
2.2.1

PROBLEM

Location: B (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
It is not possible to widen Redlands Lane
Redlands Lane West
Summary: Risk of vehicle / pedestrian to the west of the Surgery Access due to
land constraints and the proximity of the
conflict
The width of Redlands Lane to the west
of the Surgery Access does not permit 2

residential dwellings to the rear of the
footway. Furthermore, the widening of
the carriageway adjacent to the Site
would create an additional passing place
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cars to pass. One car was observed
mounting the footway in order to allow
an opposing car to pass by. This could be
hazardous for pedestrians using the
footway. This increased traffic resulting
from the development will increase the
frequency of this occurring.

thereby reducing the probability of cars
passing each other west of the Surgery.
If necessary, it would be possible to
install a couple of bollards within the
footway to discourage drivers from
mounting the kerb.

RECOMMENDATION
It is
recommended that the possibility for
widening along this section of Redlands
Lane is also investigated if possible to
reduce the risk of over-running the
footway.
2.2.2

PROBLEM

Location: C (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
Redlands Lane
It is not possible to widen Redlands Lane
Summary: Risk of conflicts at the further due to a number of constraints.
junction
Based on the results of the ATC and
A westbound vehicle leaving the site
could use the Surgery Access as a
passing place should there be an
approaching eastbound vehicle on
Redlands Lane. This could result in side
impacts to a vehicle exiting the Surgery
Car Park.
RECOMMENDATION
It is
recommended that the possibility for
widening along this section of Redlands
Lane is also investigated if possible to
reduce the risk of conflicts.

turning count surveys, it is also not
considered necessary to widen the road
further with a relatively high proportion
of traffic using Redlands Lane associated
with the surgery. If deemed necessary
by the highway authority, additional
speed reduction measures could be
installed on Redlands Lane immediately
to the east of the surgery to ensure that
vehicles are travelling at an appropriate
speed.
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2.2.3

PROBLEM

Location: D (drawing 2016-2824-011)
Swept path drawings have been
Redlands Lane
prepared to demonstrate that vehicles
Summary: Risk of not giving way

can pass at the give way line. This is
shown at Annex C.

The proposed priority narrowing in
Option 1 shows westbound vehicles
It is also proposed for the vegetation to
giving way to eastbound vehicles. be thinned out along the southern side
However, the south kerbline is straight of the carriageway to improve visibility.
through and due to the location of
trees/branches in the south verge the
warning sign is unlikely to be seen in
time by a westbound vehicle, resulting in
overshoot and potential conflict in the
one-way section.
RECOMMENDATION
It
is
recommended that if a priority narrows is
to be progressed then the eastbound flow
should be the one to give way, since
there is the kerb build-out and the sign
will be more visible in advance. Swept
path modelling should also be
undertaken to check the location of the
give way line.
2.3 JUNCTIONS
2.3.1 PROBLEM
Location: E (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
Surgery junction.
Visibility to / from the Surgery access is
Summary: Risk of inadequate visibility
a matter for the Surgery who control the
At the nearby surgery junction, an
exiting driver has limited visibility to the

land along their frontage and should be
required to maintain suitable visibility
through pruning trees and shrubs.
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right to an approaching westbound
vehicle. With the proposed development
the amount of approaching traffic will
increase thereby increasing the risk of a
vehicle pulling out into a westbound
vehicle’s path.
RECOMMENDATION
It is
recommended that a 43 x 2.4m visibility
splay is added to the surgery junction and
bushes/trees/bank within the splay
removed.

Whereas traffic flows along Redlands
Lane would increase with the
development of the Site, the increases
would not affect the rural nature of the
road with development elsewhere in
Crondall or to the east along Redlands
Lane having the same potential effect. If
deemed necessary by the highway
authority, additional speed reduction
measures could be installed on Redlands
Lane immediately to the east of the
surgery to ensure that vehicles are
travelling at an appropriate speed.

2.3.2 PROBLEM
Location: F (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
Site junction
Summary: Risk of inadequate visibility
splay

The 2m x 43m visibility splay has been
approved in principle with highways
officer. Undergrowth within the visibility
splay will be cut back / trimmed as
necessary to provide adequate visibility.

At the proposed site access, a 2m x 43m
visibility splay is indicated on the
drawing whereas the Transport
Assessment has a 2.4m x 43m splay. No
details of tree removal are provided. The
2m set back distance may result in a
vehicle protruding slightly into the
carriageway, and bearing in mind the
narrow width of the carriageway, this
would not be desirable and could lead to
side impacts with a passing vehicle. The
reduced splay to the left to the centre line
could fail to pick up an eastbound
motorcycle.
RECOMMENDATION It is
recommended that a 2.4m x 43m splay to
111-113 Great Portland Street, London, W1W 6QQ; Tel: 020 7100 0753
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the south channel is implemented in
order to determine the amount of
tree/bush removal required to achieve
this.
2.3.3

PROBLEM

Location: G (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
Site junction
Summary: Risk of vehicle conflicts at
junction
No swept paths have been provided for
entering or exiting the proposed site
access. There is a risk of vehicle conflicts
between a waiting right turner and a
westbound vehicle for example.

A Swept path plot is included at Annex C
which illustrates two vehicles passing
each other along Redlands Lane. The
swept path demonstrates that there is
sufficient space for east and westbound
cars to pass each other clear of a vehicle
waiting to pull out of the site.

RECOMMENDATION
It is
recommended that swept path modelling
of a large car wishing to turn right into
the site and a westbound vehicle is
undertaken to check whether sufficient
clearance has been provided in the
widening

2.4

NON-MOTOR VEHICLE PROVISION

2.4.1

PROBLEM

Location: H (drawing 2016-2824-011) –
It has been agreed that the footway
Redlands Lane
Summary: Risk of hazardous conditions connection to the site would be provided
along the existing alignment of the
for pedestrians
unmade footway which is away from the

No new pedestrian footway appears to be
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provided within the scheme, although the road.
existing narrow grass footpath that runs
along the site frontage at the top of the
bank is noted as ‘improve existing
footway’. It is not clear how this could
be achieved to provide a safe route in all
conditions. Pedestrians could therefore
be forced to walk along an unlit narrow
lane which would be hazardous,
particularly in dark conditions.
RECOMMENDATION
It
is
recommended that pedestrian routing is
reviewed, and a footpath width and
surfacing agreed.
Note there is a
significant level difference between the
footpath and the carriageway which
might necessitate some form of retaining
wall should a higher level footway be
provided.
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